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Introduction

What are Widening Horizon Modules (WHM)?

For more than a century, Birmingham has thrived by being purposeful, pragmatic and pioneering; a trio of qualities that reinforce each other to strengthen our position as a leading global university.

With this philosophy in mind we have utilised the strength and depth of teaching excellence from across the university, providing students with a wide range of learning opportunities outside of their main discipline of study. A WHM can supplement your degree pathway to enhance and fortify post-university career prospects.

Students on certain programmes are given the opportunity to take a module outside their main programme of study. There are a range of WHMs to choose from, all worth 20 credits which you can take to make up the 120 credits you need to be registered for in your first year. This can be something completely new or complementary to your chosen programme, the choice is yours! Alternatively you can opt to take one of the ‘Languages for All’ modules (details can be found from page 34).

Can I take any of the WHMs in this booklet?

All WHMs listed in this booklet should be available in 2018/19. However, before finalising your WHM choice you should ensure that:

- Your programme of study allows you to choose a module outside the main discipline
- The WHM is not owned by your home department e.g. a Business Studies student would not be permitted to register for a WHM run by the Business School

How do I register for my WHM?

If you already know which modules you would like to study you can submit your options via an online form from 9am on Monday 24th September. Please go to our website where you will be directed to the WHM online registration form. www.birmingham.ac.uk/whm

If you are unsure or would like further advice on which WHM is best for you the WHM Registration Event is taking place in the Great Hall Aston Webb Building (R7 on campus map) on Thursday 27th September 2018.

You will be able to talk to School/Departmental representatives about the modules which interest you, and when you have made your choice, you will be directed to the online form where you can then submit your options. Please note that the online form closes at 9am Friday 28th September, so you must submit your choices by that deadline.

There will be staff on hand to help you when you arrive.

I am interested in taking a ‘Languages for All’ module. Do I need to attend the WHM Registration Event?

Yes, if you wish to register for a ‘Languages for All’ module - as first, second, third or fourth choice - you need to attend the WHM registration event in person for an assessment of your language proficiency. LFA representatives will be located in the Great Hall to guide you through this process.

If you have no experience or qualifications in the language you would like to apply for, you are not required to attend the LFA stand for a language proficiency assessment. We would therefore expect you to apply for Level 1 of the module you would like to apply for. (GCSE’s are considered a viable qualification and therefore you would need an assessment).
What happens if my WHM has limited spaces available?

In most cases, you will be allocated your preferred WHM; however, some modules will have limited spaces due to teaching room capacity. Where this is the case, students will be allocated at random to fill the number of places available.

**To be fair to all students, allocation to limited space modules is not on a ‘first-come, first-served’ basis, therefore early registration will not increase the chances of securing your preferred WHM. Do not worry if you do not wish to submit your choices until after the WHM event, but make sure that you submit them before 9am on Friday 28th September 2018.**

Those students who are not successful in obtaining their first choice WHM will be allocated their second, third or fourth choice of WHM if there are places available. **You must submit a first, second, third and fourth choice of WHM.** Submitting the same module for all choices will not increase your chances of obtaining a place as we will count this as 1 submission.

**How will I know which WHM I have been enrolled on?**

You can view your module registrations online, on [www.my.bham.ac.uk](http://www.my.bham.ac.uk) under the ‘my programme’ tab from 4pm on Saturday 29th September.

**Changing your WHM after enrolment**

It is possible to change your module providing that you do so within the first two weeks of Autumn term. For more information on how to change, contact whmenquires@contacts.bham.ac.uk. The deadline to change your WHM is Friday 12th October 2018.

**Can I take a WHM if I am an Erasmus/Exchange Student?**

Study abroad/exchange students who are studying one semester only are not eligible to register for a WHM. Students who are attending UoB for both semester 1 and 2 must enrol for a full credit load (60 credits per term taken in terms one and two) Erasmus students must take at least 50% of their modules within their host department. Students may contact the exchange tutor in each department for information about modules offered in that department, but are also encouraged to attend WHM Registration 2018 to seek advice for any WHM they wish to study and then will be required to submit their choices via the online form. For further guidance on making appropriate module choices please speak to the exchange tutor in your host department.

Please note that the information contained in this booklet may be subject to change.

**We look forward to welcoming you to the WHM Registration Event!**
**Fundamentals of Accounting and Finance**
*Please note Business students can not take this module*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Banner code:</th>
<th>School/Dept:</th>
<th>Credits:</th>
<th>Semester:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>07 29045</td>
<td>Accounting &amp; Finance</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1 &amp; 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description:**

The module is divided into two main parts: Accounting and Finance. In semester one this module will provide non-specialist accounting students with a broad introduction to the uses of accounting information. The module covers the content of the main published accounting statements and provides students with analysis tools that allow them to use these statements to judge the financial performance of an organisation. The first semester also includes basics of management accounting, and introduction to corporate governance. The first part of the module aims to provide a foundation knowledge and understanding of the principles and practices of financial accounting and management accounting; and of the concepts of corporate governance and corporate social responsibility.

Semester two provides non-specialist finance students an introduction to finance information and its uses. It introduces core concepts in finance. Topics covered will include: the principles underlying the time value of money, discounted cash flow approaches to decision making, financial market instruments and their functions; evaluation of different sources of finance; cost of capital and elementary financial management; impact of dividend and capital structure policies.

**Assessment:**

Exam (3 hours), Written Unseen (100%)

**Timetable:**

Weds 10-11am, Semesters 1 & 2

**Academic Contact:**

Charika Channuntapipat ([C.Channuntapipat@bham.ac.uk](mailto:C.Channuntapipat@bham.ac.uk)) - Accounting Element

Xiaofei Xing ([X.Xing@bham.ac.uk](mailto:X.Xing@bham.ac.uk)) - Finance Element

**Admin Contact:** [BBS-UG@contacts.bham.ac.uk](mailto:BBS-UG@contacts.bham.ac.uk)
**The Cultures of Contemporary Africa**

**Banner code:** 09 29024  
**School/Dept:** African Studies & Anthropology  
**Credits:** 20  
**Semester:** 1 & 2

**Description:**

This is an introduction to the study and appreciation of the diversity, creativity and complexity of African cultures. Using concepts and perspectives developed in several disciplines and domains – anthropology, languages and literature, theatre and film, art and architecture, music, cuisine, sport – we explore the social institutions and cultural products of a range of peoples and places across the African continent. The course focuses equally on performance and on text: on how people make culture, inhabit and elaborate on their surroundings, and celebrate and criticise their worlds in poetry, prayer, fiction, song, and the visual and fine arts.

**Assessment:**

One mid-year 2,000-word essay (50%) and one end-of-year two-hour written examination (50%)

**Timetable:**

Friday 9-10am,  
Seminesters 1 & 2

**Academic Contacts:**

Insa Nolte ([m.i.nolte@bham.ac.uk](mailto:m.i.nolte@bham.ac.uk))

**Admin Contact:**

[dasaadmin@contacts.bham.ac.uk](mailto:dasaadmin@contacts.bham.ac.uk)
African Environments and Development

Banner code: 09 29025
School/Dept: African Studies & Anthropology
Credits: 20
Semester: 1 & 2

Description:
In a rapidly changing world, our own everyday lives are intricately linked to those of Africans, and their changing economies, societies and environments. In the first semester, we introduce you to ways of ‘seeing’ and ‘knowing’ the world and Africa’s place in it, before discussing a selection of nature-society interactions in and with Africa. In the second semester, we explore principles and concepts of development as tools for (1) studying Africa’s integration into a global political economy and assessing its changing place within a globalising world; (2) explaining disparities in material conditions in Africa, and between Africa and other parts of the world; and (3) examining regional and local examples within Africa of both successful and failed planned socio-economic change.

Assessment:
One mid-year 2,000-word essay (50%) and one end-of-year two-hour written examination (50%)

Timetable: Weds 9-10am, Semesters 1 & 2

Academic Contact: Reg Cline-Cole (R.E.A.Cline-Cole@bham.ac.uk)

Admin Contact: dasaadmin@contacts.bham.ac.uk
A History of Art in 20 Objects

Banner code: 09 30785
School/Dept: Art History, Curating and Visual Studies
Credits: 20
Semester: 1 & 2

Description:

This module will introduce students studying on programmes outside the Department of Art History, Curating and Visual Studies to a History of Art in 20 Objects. Each lecture will take as its premise a single artwork or other type of visual object and focus in detail (but also in visual comparison) on its specificity as this relates to a history of art defined in broad geographical, temporal and methodological terms. The objects to be studied have been selected for a range of coherent reasons that may relate to their uniqueness, their representativeness or their capacity to act as the springboard for discussion of broader themes. One is just as likely to study an object made by a contemporary or ancient artist, or a ‘masterpiece’ by Leonardo da Vinci or Pablo Picasso, as a work by a less canonical or even unidentifiable artist. The module will not provide a chronological survey of the history of art but will introduce students to some fundamental ideas about art, its origins, functions, materials, techniques, meanings and cultural purposes.

Assessment:
2 x 2,000-word essays (50% each)

Timetable: Thursday 9-10am, Semesters 1 & 2

Academic Contact: Francesca Berry (F.Berry@bham.ac.uk)
Admin Contact: Oliver Bailey (ahcvsadministrator@contacts.bham.ac.uk)
The Place of Business in Society
*please note Business students can not take this module

Banner code: 07 29049  
School/Dept: Business Management  
Credits: 20  
Semester: 1 & 2

Description:

The Place of Business in Society (BiS) WHM runs for both the first and second Semester. This module provides the opportunity for students to develop their understanding of the complex interdependence of business and society. It is 'team taught' by a variety of academic colleagues from across the Business School who each bring research-led perspectives to some of the important issues surrounding the many the roles played by business(es) in contemporary societies. You will be given the opportunity to ask questions; to engage in debates on a wide range of issues concerning how businesses operate; to learn about and reflect on business activities; and to reflect also on the impact(s) of some of the decisions made by businesses on individuals, places and on wider society more generally.

Alongside the formal Lectures delivered each week, you will have some 20 hours of online 'Business in Society' topic/case study discussions through Semester 1 and Semester 2. Students are encouraged to make full use of this enhanced learning opportunity and to contribute to these BiS module CANVAS online discussion sessions. Some 8/10 business related topic/case studies will be made available to students. These online topics/case studies supplement classroom teaching and cover, amongst other things, automation and the future of employment, the 2008 financial crisis and its impact, the creative-knowledge economy, women in the workplace, Trade Unions, what we might learn from corporate scandals, the question of business reputation…

Assessment is by a summer exam – there will be revision classes at the end of each Semester to help you prepare for the final examination.

We think you will find the Module informative, thought-provoking and engaging.

Assessment:  
A 3 hour exam in summer, based on both Semester 1 and Semester 2 content (100%)

Timetable:  
Friday 9-10am,  
Semesters 1 & 2

Academic Contact:  
John Gibney (j.gibney@bham.ac.uk)

Admin Contact:  
BBS-UG@contacts.bham.ac.uk
Food: Friend or Foe?

Banner code: 04 29046  
School/Dept: Chemical Engineering  
Credits: 20  
Semester: 1 & 2

Description:
Food is essential to sustain life; however food can also be a major contributor towards a nation’s morbidity and mortality rates. Food poisoning and allergic reactions to ingredients are important aspects of food related risks. The national and international community develops controls in an attempt to combat such health hazards. This module will introduce students to these controls and how inspectors and the industry work to overcome risks to the consumer.

Assessment:
Exam (100%)

Timetable: Weds 10-11am,  
Semesters 1 & 2

Academic Contact: Sally O’Neill (S.A.ONeill@bham.ac.uk)

Admin Contact: Gillian Burrows (G.Burrows@bham.ac.uk)
Environmental Engineering
*please note Geography students can not take this module

Banner code: 04 28609  
School/Dept: Civil Engineering  
Credits: 20  
Semester: 1 & 2

Description:

The aim of the module is to provide the fundamentals of environmental engineering in the context of air, water, soil and solid waste pollution control, and introduce associated engineering applications.

- Population Growth
- Sustainability
- Food-Water-Energy Nexus
- Ecological, Carbon and Water Footprints
- Hydrologic cycle
- Water resources planning, supply and distribution
- Physical, biological and chemical water and wastewater treatment
- Air pollution control
- Environmental modelling
- Environmental risk assessment and management

Assessment:
Coursework: Report on case study (100%)

Timetable: Friday 9-10am,  
Semesters 1 & 2

Academic Contacts:  
Soroosh Sharif (S.Sharifi@bham.ac.uk) and David Soper  
(D.Soper@bham.ac.uk)

Admin Contact:  
David Santoro (D.Santoro@bham.ac.uk)
**Ancient Worlds**

**Banner code:** 09 29028  
**School/Dept:** Classics, Ancient History & Archaeology  
**Credits:** 20  
**Semester:** 1 & 2

**Description:**

The Ancient Worlds module will examine major developments in the cultures of the Mediterranean, Near East and temperate Europe from the late fourth millennium BCE to the middle of the first millennium CE. Using a range of methodological and theoretical approaches, the module investigates key developments such as: the development of writing in the Near East and Egypt; the establishment of democracies, theatre and rhetoric in Greek city states; the creation of epic and historiography in ancient cultures; technological change in the bronze and iron ages in Europe and the Near East; the growth of territorial empires from Egypt to Rome and Byzantium; and religious change and diversity across the period. On this module students will encounter the cultures that created Stonehenge, Babylon and Persepolis, the Pyramids, the Parthenon, the Colosseum and the Hagia Sophia, through a range of evidence types including archaeological material, literary texts, and inscriptions.

**Assessment:**

- 2 x online quizzes (20% each), one two-hour exam (60%)

**Timetable:**

- Weds 10-11am, Semesters 1 & 2

**Academic Contact:**

Ruth Macrides ([r.j.macrides@bham.ac.uk](mailto:r.j.macrides@bham.ac.uk))

**Admin Contact:**

[cahaadmin@contacts.bham.ac.uk](mailto:cahaadmin@contacts.bham.ac.uk)
**Digital Image Processing and Analysis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Banner code:</th>
<th>School/Dept:</th>
<th>Credits:</th>
<th>Semester:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>06 28732</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description:**

This course will cover the fundamentals and practical application of digital image processing.

The topics include:
- Image formation: from a physical scene to a digital image;
- Colour images: human colour perception and digital representations;
- Improving image quality: de-noising, de-blurring, contrast enhancement;
- Image segmentation: partitioning the scene into meaningful objects;
- Detection, counting and localising: what and where of image objects;
- Image registration: how to align or stitch images together;
- Applications (e.g. medicine, biology, remote sensing, astronomy, food, forensics);
- Overview of advanced topics (e.g. hyperspectral imaging, face recognition, avatar animation).

NB ‘Digital Image Processing and Analysis’ only runs in Semester 2. Students taking this module will have an overall credit split of 50-70 across semester 1 and 2 of their study.

**Assessment:**

Three MCQ tests (15% each), 1.5hr examination (55%).

**Timetable:**

Wednesday 10-11am 
& Thursday 9-10am 
and in some weeks 
Friday 9-10am (for computer practicals).

**Academic Contact:**

Ela Claridge ([E.Claridge@cs.bham.ac.uk](mailto:E.Claridge@cs.bham.ac.uk))

**Admin Contact:**

Caroline Wilson ([C.Wilson@bham.ac.uk](mailto:C.Wilson@bham.ac.uk))
Economics and the Real World
*please note Business students can not take this module

Banner code: 07 29048
School/Dept: Economics
Credits: 20
Semester: 1 & 2

Description:
This introductory module provides an overview of fundamental economic principles, concepts and tools. The approach will be that of an “economic naturalist” aiming at examining a set of core principles and illustrating them through exercises, problems and real world examples. The emphasis is on developing economic intuition and the ability to apply key economic insights and principles to understand and explain the world around us. In the first semester, the focus will be on microeconomics with the aim to explain the behaviour of households, firms and markets. In the second semester, the focus shifts to macroeconomics where the aim is to explain the behaviour of the economy as a whole studying macroeconomic variables (e.g., GDP, unemployment, inflation) and the influence of macroeconomic policies on these. By the end of the course students will be able to view the world through the eyes of an economist.

Assessment:
3-hour written unseen examination (100%)

Timetable: Thursday 9-10am, Semesters 1 & 2

Academic Contact: Thomas Sebastian (T.Sebastian@bham.ac.uk)

Admin Contact: BBS-UG@contacts.bham.ac.uk
**Academic Studies in Education, An Introduction**

**Banner code:** 11 29094  
**School/Dept:** Education  
**Credits:** 20  
**Semester:** 1 & 2

**Description:**

The module explores education as a field of study. There is particular focus on issues relating to secondary schools. Below are examples of questions explored:

- Why should children study history?
- How can science be made understandable and accessible to all?
- Can schools help to produce responsible citizens?
- How is the role of form tutor central to promoting mental wellbeing?
- What is SEND and what do teachers need to do?
- What are the rewards and challenges of being a student teacher; listening to the views of students during their secondary Level M 120 credits PGDipED(QTS) course?
- Why be a teacher?

The module is an academic and practical exploration of the above questions. It is highly relevant to students who may have a post-graduation study aim of undertaking Initial Teacher Education (e.g. PGDipEd) and a career aim of entering the teaching profession but is also suitable for those with non-teaching further study or career aims or who simply have an interest in this module as a component to their home-subject studies.

**Assessment:**

3000 Word Report (100%)

**Timetable:** Weds 10-11am,  
Semesters 1 & 2

**Academic Contact:** Russell Manning ([R.Manning@bham.ac.uk](mailto:R.Manning@bham.ac.uk))

**Admin Contact:** esjundgrad@contacts.bham.ac.uk
Introduction to English Literature 1790 to present

Banner code: 09 26210  
School/Dept: English  
Credits: 20  
Semester: 1 & 2

Description:
This course provides students with an introduction to British literature from 1790 until the present. It develops students’ understanding of different critical and theoretical approaches to the analysis of literature. The texts studies may vary from year to year, but include a selection of poetry, fiction and drama. The texts are studied in relation to their social, political and literary contexts.

Assessment:
2 x 2000 word essays (50% each)

Timetable:
Lecture: Thursday 9-10am, Semesters 1 & 2

Seminars: (students will be allocated one of the following weekly slots)
Wednesday 9-10am, Thursday 9-10am, Friday 9-10am.

Academic Contact: Matt Geary (M.K.Geary.1@bham.ac.uk)

Admin Contact: Deborah Clements (d.clements@bham.ac.uk)
Global Hazards: Physical & Human Perspectives

Banner code: 03 29019  
School/Dept: Geography, Earth and Environmental Sciences  
Credits: 20  
Semester: 1 & 2

Description:

The module aims to introduce students to a range of hazards associated with geological, meteorological and hydrological processes, and will explore how humans can manage, forecast and mitigate natural hazards.

The first part of the module will examine the basic science behind natural hazards, using suitable worked examples. The second part of the module will move on to consider the impact of natural hazards on humans and, allied to this, the way in which natural hazards are conceptualised and managed at regional and national levels.

Assessment:

MCQ end of Semester 1 (50%) and 2 (50%)

Timetable:

Friday 9-10am, Semesters 1 & 2

Academic Contact: John Round (J.Round@bham.ac.uk)

Admin Contact: gees-ugadmin-yr1@contacts.bham.ac.uk
**From Riches to Rags? Britain in the World Economy since 1850**

**Banner code:** 09 29027  
**School/Dept:** History  
**Credits:** 20  
**Semester:** 1 & 2

**Description:**
This module provides an introduction to key issues in British and global history and will help develop your understanding of the contemporary world. One of the most significant threads in the story of the world's shifting political and economic situation is the role that Britain has played within it. Modern debates about Britain's role in the European Union and the wider world also have deep historical roots. This module therefore examines the huge changes in the global economic system from a British perspective since 1850. In 1850 Britain was truly a world superpower with a vast global empire; today it wrestles with an entirely different set of political and economic circumstances. Key issues the module examines therefore include: the economics of empire up to 1945; the economic impact of World Wars I and II; trade relations and the rise and fall of 'free trade'; overseas investment, currency systems and sterling's role as an international currency; the role of the City of London; Britain and European economic union; and Britain's economic relations with the USA since 1914.

**Assessment:**
2 x online quizzes (20% each), one two-hour exam (60%)

**Timetable:**
Thursday 9-10am,  
Semesters 1 & 2

**Academic Contact:**
Julian Greaves (j.i.greaves@bham.ac.uk)

**Admin Contact:**
historyadmin@contacts.bham.ac.uk
Key Moments and Current Issues in Law and Policy

Banner code: 09 29033
School/Dept: Law
Credits: 20
Semester: 1 & 2

Description:

This module introduces non-law students to (1) key moments and (2) current issues in law and policy.

(1) The “Key Moments in Law and Policy” content will focus on pivotal decisions in case law which were both legally significant at the time, and whose significance and impact continues to resonate on law and policy in modern society. Different cases/moments might be examined each year.

(2) The “Current issues in law and policy” content involves examining a series of current issues raising important/controversial issues of law and policy. Each year a number of different areas will be examined, and the topics covered from year-to-year will change depending on current events and staff expertise. In examining particular topic areas the objective is to provide students with an introduction to some of the legal issues which arise in particular areas covered seeking to help them differentiate between fact and fiction in the way in which the issue is presented/represented in the media and the actual content and resolution of the legal issues in question.

A non-exhaustive, indicative list of the kinds of topic areas, some of which might be covered in any one year, is set out below:
- Euthanasia
- Immigration/Migration/Refugees
- European Union Membership
- International conflict
- Terrorism
- Human Rights
- Animal Rights
- Copyright and the internet/music, intellectual property
- Law and Religion
- Race
- Abortion
- Money
- Discrimination
- Privacy and the internet

Assessment:

1 online multiple choice quiz in semester 1 (50%), and one 1500 word take-home assessment exercise in semester 2 (50%).

Timetable: Weds 9-10am, Semesters 1 & 2

Academic Contact: Kieren McGuffin (M.K.McGuffin@bham.ac.uk)

Admin Contact: Claudio Pulisciano (c.c.pulisciano@bham.ac.uk)
**Natural Sciences Book Club**  
*This module can be taken by all students (including those taking Liberal Arts and Natural Sciences)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Banner code:</th>
<th>School/Dept:</th>
<th>Credits:</th>
<th>Semester:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08 31136</td>
<td>Liberal Arts and Natural Science</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1 &amp; 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description:**

The ability to combine skills and knowledge from different disciplines is vital to address the global social and environmental challenges we are facing in the modern world. This module will take a fresh approach to topical science subjects (e.g. gender, human evolution and the universe) using popular science books (e.g. ‘Testosterone Rex’ (Fine, 2017), ‘A Brief History of Time (Hawking, 1988) and ‘A Brief History of Everyone Who Ever Lived’ (Rutherford, 2016) and integrate this with a cultural and social perspective.

Taking an interdisciplinary approach, two key texts will be covered in class sessions (one book in each semester) with specialised lecturers from different fields approaching the content from different points of view. Using a combination of lectures and seminars there will be opportunities to acquire new knowledge; develop key skills and work with students from different disciplines. There will be a clear focus on critical analysis and evidence-based literature reviewing. The module will also consider the writing styles and approaches in different disciplines. Furthermore, students will be expected to engage in critical discussions and group work where they will need to recognise and appreciate the viewpoints of others in a sensitive manner. The students will be expected to be active participants in the learning process.

The overall aim of this module is for students to develop a greater awareness and understanding of science subjects potentially outside of their immediate discipline area and to integrate their knowledge and skills from diverse areas to explore different critical perspectives. The module will raise diverse questions around key topical issues, and will address the fundamental question of what it means to be human.

**Assessment:**

- 1500 word critical analysis of a popular science text from different discipline perspectives (55%).
- Contribution to group work (15% peer-marked).
- 800 word reflective piece (30%).

**Timetable:**

Wed 10-11am,  
Semesters 1 & 2

**Academic Contacts:**  
Julia Myatt ([J.P.Myatt@bham.ac.uk](mailto:J.P.Myatt@bham.ac.uk))

**Admin Contact:**  
Graham Davies ([G.K.Davies@bham.ac.uk](mailto:G.K.Davies@bham.ac.uk))
Data Science for Everyone
*This module can be taken by all students (including those in Life and Environmental Sciences)

Banner code: 03 31263
College: Life and Environmental Sciences
Credits: 20
Semester: 1 & 2

Description:

All of us are surrounded by data. The world around us is using data to influence us and persuade us. A book is data - a set of characters in a file; a picture is data - a collection of pixel values; social media is data - text and pictures and the graph that is the links between them. If we are to act in this new world, we need to understand what data is, how it can be used, and how it can be mis-used.

This course teaches the basic skills for modern analysis and understanding of many kinds of data. You will be doing hands-on analysis of real-world data sets from documents, social networks, economic and social surveys, and medical data. We will teach you the tools that you need to fetch, clean, summarize and visualize these types of data. Along the way, we will teach you about algorithms, and how to use them, and the simple code you need to apply them. We will introduce you to the ideas of statistical inference, and prediction, and you will do some basic machine learning. At the end of the course, we aim to make you confident in finding your own data, analysing it, and drawing your own conclusions. We hope you will feel ready to join the conversation in the new language of "data science".

Assessment:
1) Structured data analysis due at end of first semester: (30%)

2) Group data analysis project due at end of second semester, on data chosen by the group. All contributions will have been publicly recorded using standard version control / issue tracking. Students submit an explanation of their own role with evidence from these public records. Project report of 5000 words: (70%)

Timetable: Friday 9-10am,
Semesters 1 & 2

Academic Contact: Matthew Brett (m.brett@bham.ac.uk)

Admin Contact: Deb Downs (D.M.Downs@bham.ac.uk)
An Introduction to Mathematics

Description:

The first semester will follow the book ‘Mathematics: A Very Short Introduction’ by Timothy Gowers. The preface of this book notes that ‘Very little prior knowledge is needed to read this book – a British GCSE course or equivalent should be enough’. The first semester of this module is meant to be a fun and accessible introduction to Mathematics.

The second semester will follow some chapters from the book “The Enjoyment of Mathematics” by Hans Rademacher and Otto Toeplitz. Please note that a copy of that book will not be essential for this course. Complete notes will be made available as the term progresses. Some topics in the second semester will naturally follow the material taught in the first semester but some topics will be new.

The whole module has been designed for non-mathematics majors, and an A Level Maths is not required.

Assessment:

This module will be 100% continuously assessed with no final examination. There will be two assignments in each of the Autumn and Spring terms. The weightings of the assessments towards the final mark will be: 20% and 30% (first semester), and 20% and 30% (second semester). For each of the essays the students will be invited to submit a non-assessed draft version on which they will receive a constructive feedback. Further guidance about lengths of the essays will be given by the lecturers.

Timetable: Weds 9-10am, Semesters 1 & 2

Academic Contacts: Richard Kaye (R.W.KAYE@bham.ac.uk) and Olga Maleva (O.Maleva@bham.ac.uk)

Admin Contact: Rachel Payne (R.E.Payne@bham.ac.uk)
Archaeomaterials

Banner code: 04 29031
School/Dept: Metallurgy and Materials
Credits: 20
Semester: 1 & 2

Description:
The module is intended as a survey of the development of human society with reference to the increasing exploitation of materials, placed in the context of Materials Science as a discipline. The structure, properties and applications of ceramics, metals, polymers, composites and natural materials, used in the past, will be interpreted using the materials science tools of the present. This involves the learning of basic crystallography, phase diagrams, mechanical properties and materials behaviour so that the earlier uses of materials in the past may be understood.

Assessment:
2 hour examination (70%) and two coursework exercises (15%) each.

Timetable: Weds 9-10am, Semesters 1 & 2

Academic Contact: William Griffiths (w.d.griffiths@bham.ac.uk)

Admin Contact: Sharon Jones (S.Jones.2@bham.ac.uk)
Music in Society

Banner code: 10 29029  School/Dept: Music  Credits: 20  Semester: 1 & 2

Description:
This module provides students with an introduction to the study of music in society. At the heart of the module is the question of ‘art’ and ‘popular’ musics and their changing relations in history and across the world. Through the module, we ask: What, exactly, is ‘art music’, and why did it originate?; Has it always been defined in distinction to popular music, and what is the nature of the boundary today?; Does ‘popular music’ have to be popular, or are other factors in play when we make these distinctions?; What can musical genres tell us about the class, gender and racial politics of music and musical taste?; What makes a piece of ‘great’ music great, and who decides?; What constitutes authenticity in music: who has it and who does not?; Does reaching an audience always mean selling out?; Can popular music be elitist as well? These and other questions will be addressed with reference to a wide range of art and popular musics across the globe, and from the medieval period to the twenty-first century. The module comprises twenty one-hour lectures that will utilise a range of interactive formats. As part of their independent study, students will be expected to read literature that addresses the above questions; watch videos and other online media; participate in discussions with fellow students; and listen to representative examples.

Assessment:
One 2 hour examination (80%)
15 Canvas quizzes (20%)

Timetable: Friday 9-10am, Semesters 1 & 2

Academic Contact: Christopher Haworth (c.p.haworth@bham.ac.uk)

Admin Contact: Sue Miles (s.miles@bham.ac.uk)
Foundations of Philosophy

Description:

Students are introduced to a selection of the most quintessential problems in Western analytic philosophy – problems which practically everyone with a philosophical temperament will have puzzled over before. The issues are introduced through fortnightly lectures (delivered by two members of the Dept. of Philosophy) and students meet to discuss them critically with tutors and one another in (also biweekly) seminars.

The issues covered will include several from the list below:

- Scepticism (how can I know anything at all about the world?)
- Free will (how can I think and act freely, if all my thoughts and actions are determined by the laws that govern the Universe?)
- The existence of God (does S/He exist?)
- Realism vs antirealism (to what extent is reality distinct from how it appears?)
- The mind/body problem (is the mind just the brain?)
- Personal identity (what is it about you that makes you the same person as you were years ago?)
- Utilitarianism vs. Deontology (are actions morally right and wrong ‘in themselves’, or are they so just because of the effects they have on people’s happiness etc.?)
- Ethical obligation (how much should we help people much worse-off than ourselves?)
- Moral relativism (are moral values absolute or do they vary from one culture/person to others?)
- The requirements of justice (Who should have what?)

Assessment:

1 x 1500 word essays (worth 50%) and 1 x centrally-timetabled 60 minute (summer) exam (also worth 50%)

Timetable:

Lectures: Alternative
Weds 9-10am,
Semesters 1 & 2

Seminars: TBA

Academic Contact:

Will Davies (W.davies@bham.ac.uk)

Admin Contact:

Nicola Platt (n.l.platt@bham.ac.uk)
The Cosmic Connection

Banner code: 03 29095
School/Dept: Physics & Astronomy
Credits: 20
Semester: 1 & 2

Description:

Although we no longer find our way from the pattern of stars in the sky, we still wonder about our place in the Universe. Modern science provides explanations for much of what we see. This module will chart the formation, life and death of stars, with our own star the Sun given particular emphasis. We will cover the recent exciting discoveries of thousands of exoplanets orbiting other stars in our Galaxy and the detection of gravitational waves (the latter opening a new window on the Universe). We will also discover how it is possible to test theories of how the Universe began and how it has evolved over time.

The module will involve some mathematics, and so students should be comfortable manipulating straightforward equations and performing calculations using those equations.

Assessment:
MCQ class test at end of Semester 2 (100%)

Timetable:
Thursday 9-10am,
Semesters 1 & 2

Academic Contact:
William Chaplin (w.j.chaplin@bham.ac.uk)

Admin Contact:
physics-tso@adf.bham.ac.uk
Theories of Global Politics

Banner code: 08 29057  
School/Dept: Political Science and International Studies  
Credits: 20  
Semester: 1 & 2

Description:

How to ‘make sense’ of global politics is a matter of theory, for alternative theoretical perspectives offer radically different assessments of real world issues such as globalisation, development, poverty, and war. Across a range of disciplines such as Political Science, International Relations, Geography, Sociology, Anthropology, Cultural Studies, Philosophy, Economics, Law, Criminology, and History, scholars contest how best to understand global political, economic and cultural processes. This module introduces students to different theoretical traditions in the study of global politics, and offers students the opportunity to interrogate key scholarly debates and contemporary issues through multiple theoretical lenses.

The module will be taught in three parts. The first part, ‘Theories’, introduces students to mainstream and critical perspectives on global politics, including liberal, Marxist, feminist, and postcolonial theories, and encourages students to reflect upon the relationship between knowledge production and power relations in the study and practice of global politics. The second part, ‘Debates’, explores key scholarly debates about the political, economic and cultural dimensions of global processes. The final section, ‘Issues’, interrogates key contemporary issues in global politics including environmental degradation, economic development, war and violence, and the global sex industry.

Assessment:

Assessments: Semester 2: Take-home test (100%)

Timetable: Weds 10-11am, Semesters 1 & 2

Academic Contact: TBC

Admin Contact: Andrew Howell (A.Howell@bham.ac.uk)
**Applied Psychology**

Banner code: 03 29159  
School/Dept: Psychology  
Credits: 20  
Semester: 1 & 2

**Description:**

Semester 1: Psychology, Health & Wellbeing

The purpose of this module is to provide an overview of the main concepts, theories and research methods in Health Psychology. Topics to be covered include health beliefs, symptom perception, stress, coping, health-related behaviours (smoking, alcohol use, eating/obesity), risk perception, resilience, survivorship, benefit finding and quality of life.

Current evidence related to each area will be examined through one recommended journal article associated with each lecture.

Semester 2: Neurodevelopmental Disorders

The module will focus on neurodevelopmental disorders. Major topics to be covered include: Prefrontal development abnormalities and antisocial behaviour; psychopaths; attachment problems and sexual offending; attention deficit hyperactive disorder; dyslexia; Tourette’s; obsessive compulsive disorder; Huntington’s disease; Parkinson’s disease.

Current evidence related to each area will be examined through one recommended journal article associated with each lecture.

**Assessment:**  
2 MCQ tests (50% each)

**Timetable:** Friday 9-10am,  
Seminars 1 & 2

**Academic Contact:** Anke Büttner (a.c.buttner@bham.ac.uk)

**Admin Contact:** psychugoffice@contacts.bham.ac.uk
Introduction to Social Problems and Social Policy

Banner code: 08 29063  
School/Dept: Social Policy  
Credits: 20  
Semester: 1 & 2

Description:

This module explores the relationship between social problems and social policy in contemporary society. The introductory part of the module explores why the label social problem has been attached to particular social phenomenon and not others. Is there a "social scientific" rationale for such selections or have social problems been constructed and responded to because of other political, social and economic factors? Attention will also be given to the distinguishing features of social policy and the way in which such policies have been developed to ameliorate or resolve identified social problems. The core of the module will explore the relationship between social problems and social policy through a series of 5 case studies on various topics, for example poverty, migration and health.

Assessment:

3hr exam (100%)

Timetable: Weds 10-11am,  
Semesters 1 & 2

Academic Contact: Surinder Guru (s.guru@bham.ac.uk)

Admin Contact: ugsocialpolicy@contacts.bham.ac.uk
Gender and Sexual Diversity: international and interdisciplinary approaches to LGBTQ+ identities

Banner code: 08 29782  
School/Dept: Social Policy  
Credits: 20  
Semester: 1 & 2

Description:

This module will advance students’ knowledge and awareness of issues relating to gender and sexual diversity. Through a series of online lectures, learning set discussions and self-guided learning activities students will develop an awareness of the socio-political and historical constructions which have contributed to societal understanding of gender and sexual diversity. Drawing on this interdisciplinary learning students will be asked to demonstrate an understanding of the significance of this for their academic and employment careers.

Assessment:
1 x 3,000 word assignment based upon the students reflective learning journal

Timetable: Thursday 9-10am,  
Semesters 1 & 2

Academic Contact: Nicki Ward (N.J.Ward@bham.ac.uk) and Nicola Gale (N.Gale@bham.ac.uk)

Admin Contact: ugsocialpolicy@contacts.bham.ac.uk
Enterprise and Exercise Promotion

Banner code: 03 29065  
School/Dept: Sport, Exercise and Rehabilitation Sciences  
Credits: 20  
Semester: 1 & 2

Description:

This module is for people who are interested in exercise and health, and who want to learn how to be more enterprising and employable! Being enterprising means that you can spot challenges, come up with innovative and creative solutions, and act effectively to make things happen.

To help develop these skills, we set you a particular challenge – the challenge of physical inactivity, which has been declared a global public health problem by the World Health Organisation.

First you will learn about the problem – how many people are physically inactive and the effects this has on both mental and physical health.

Next you will explore different theoretical approaches to promoting exercise and physical activity, to learn about what works and why.

Finally, you will work in a group to design an effective infographic for an exercise promotion campaign, and in doing so, develop your enterprising behaviours, attributes and skills. There are a series of workshops to support you with every stage of this process, including using infographic software.

We collaborate with local exercise promotion organisations, so that you are creating an infographic for a “real” population. If successful, the organisation may even use your infographic in their campaigns. The module is run in partnership with Careers Network, so there is lots of employability advice and expertise embedded into the module.

Assessment:

20% In class test (Multichoice questions)  
30% Infographic (produced as a small group)  
50% Final exam (MCQ)

Timetable: Thursday 9-10am, Semesters 1 & 2

Academic Contact: Victoria Burns (v.e.burns@bham.ac.uk)

Admin Contact: colles-c-SPORTX-UG1@adf.bham.ac.uk
Constructing the Holocaust

Banner code: 09 28944  
School/Dept: Theology & Religion  
Credits: 20  
Semester: 1 & 2

Description:

The module analyses the construction of 'the Holocaust', both how events were perceived by a range of participants as events were unfolding and subsequently. This is done by focusing on a range of different approaches to, and controversies in, the construction of the history and memorialization of the Holocaust. Topics explored may include:

- Debates over how to define, 'name' and account for the Holocaust
- 'Dating' the Holocaust,
- The nature of non-Jewish victimhood;
- How the Holocaust was understood differently from the perspective of victims and perpetrators, both at the time and with the benefit of hindsight;
- Who was a perpetrator (with reference to Nazis, 'ordinary' Germans, non-German perpetrators), and i.e., whether it is possible to be both victim and perpetrator;
- The growth of policies and rituals of exclusion via anti-Jewish legislation, the emergence of the 'racial state', and acts of public violence;
- The establishment and function of German-established ghettos and controversies over the role of the Judenräte (Jewish councils),
- The activities of the Einsatzgruppen in the occupied Soviet Union,
- The function and evolution of concentration camps and death camps

Assessment:

1 x 2500 word essay (50%, semester 2, week 11) + 90 minute seen exam in May/June (50%) focusing on sources (both written texts and images).

Timetable: Weds 9-10am,  
Semesters 1 & 2

Academic Contact: Isabel Wollaston (i.l.wollaston@bham.ac.uk)

Admin Contact: Nicola Platt (n.l.platt@bham.ac.uk)
Languages for All offers a range of languages as Widening Horizons modules. Entry levels range from 1 to 8 and students will take their chosen language at the level most suited to their previous knowledge. As general guidance, Level 1 is for complete beginners only, Levels 3 and 4 are suitable for students with a good or excellent GCSE pass and Level 6 progresses from A-level. Levels 7 and 8 are the equivalent of undergraduate level study. The module descriptions in this section give guidance to our entry levels and placement tests are also available on our website. Students who intend to apply for a Languages for All WHM above Level 1 are asked to attend the Languages for All helpdesks at the WHM Event before submitting their application to confirm their entry level with teaching staff and to get up-to-date timetable information. Please note that places in Level 1 WHMs are limited and are only available to students with no previous knowledge of the language.

### Level 1 Language WHMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Banner code:</th>
<th>School/Dept:</th>
<th>Credits:</th>
<th>Semester:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09 25283 IWLP French Level 1</td>
<td>Languages for All</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1 &amp; 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 25298 IWLP German Level 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 25176 IWLP Italian Level 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 25230 IWLP Japanese Level 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 25198 IWLP Mandarin Chinese Level 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 25253 IWLP Russian Level 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 25315 IWLP Spanish Level 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description:**

Level 1 language modules provide an introduction to the language for students with no previous knowledge. The courses aim to develop basic listening, speaking, reading and writing skills (including an introduction to different written scripts in Chinese, Japanese and Russian), which will lay the foundation for further study and will help you to develop strategies for coping with the target language in real-life situations. Teaching is through practical language classes involving both whole-group and small group / pair-work activities with emphasis on communicative settings, use of visual aids and audio/video materials from the internet where appropriate.

**Assessment:**

Oral exam (30%) and written examination (70%)

**Timetable:**

Available at [http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/Documents/college-artslaw/cml/momd-timetable.pdf](http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/Documents/college-artslaw/cml/momd-timetable.pdf)

**Entrance requirements:**

No previous knowledge required. Evidence of previous language learning preferred. e.g. GCSE in a different foreign language

**Staff contact:**

Judith Hancock – [lfa@contacts.bham.ac.uk](mailto:lfa@contacts.bham.ac.uk)
Level 2 Language WHMs

Banner code: School/Dept: Credits: Semester:
09 25285 IWLP French Level 2 Languages for All 20 1 & 2
09 25300 IWLP German Level 2
09 25232 IWLP Japanese Level 2
09 25201 IWLP Mandarin Chinese Level 2
09 25318 IWLP Spanish Level 2

Description:
Level 2 language modules are designed for near-beginners and will build upon the knowledge acquired at Level 1 or equivalent by further developing and consolidating the skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing. As grammar rules become more complex, every new structure will be dealt with in depth while some time spent revising and consolidating past knowledge. Structured language will be taught in the context of situations and personalised topics. Simulation materials will be drawn from authentic sources and will be used to improve and to provide stimulus for the development of both productive skills (speaking and writing) and receptive skills (reading and listening). Teaching is through practical language classes involving both whole-group and small group / pair-work activities with emphasis on communicative settings and including the use of visual aids and audio/video materials from the internet where appropriate.

Assessment:
Oral exam (30%) and written examination (70%)

Timetable: Entrance requirements:
Available at Pass at the
http://www.birmingham.ac.
uk/Documents/college-
artslaw/cml/momd-
timetable.pdf appropriate IWLP
Level 1 language
WHM or equivalent
(as agreed with the
appropriate LfA
Language Co-
ordinator)

Staff contact: Judith Hancock – lfa@contacts.bham.ac.uk
Level 3 Language WHMs

Banner code: | School/Dept: | Credits: | Semester: |
---|---|---|---|
09 25287 IWLP French Level 3 | Languages for All | 20 | 1 & 2 |
09 25305 IWLP German Level 3 |
09 25234 IWLP Japanese Level 3 |
09 25206 IWLP Mandarin Chinese Level 3 |
09 25321 IWLP Spanish Level 3 |

Description:
Level 3 language modules are aimed at the lower-intermediate learner and will consolidate, develop, and extend listening, speaking, reading and writing skills acquired on the previous level. As grammar rules become more complex, every new structure will be dealt with in depth while some time will be spent revising and consolidating past knowledge. Structured language will be taught in the context of situations and personalised topics. Authentic and semi-authentic materials will be used to improve and to provide stimulus for the development of both productive (speaking and writing) and receptive skills (reading and listening).
In Chinese and Japanese modules, more Chinese/Japanese Chinese (Kan-ji) characters will be introduced in class.
Teaching is through practical language classes involving both whole-group and small group / pair-work activities with emphasis on communicative settings; use of visual aids and audio/video materials from the internet where appropriate.

Assessment:
Oral exam (30%) and written examination (70%)

Timetable: Available at http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/Documents/college-artslaw/cml/momd-timetable.pdf

Entrance requirements: Pass at the appropriate IWLP Level 2 language WHM or good/recent GCSE pass or equivalent (as agreed with the appropriate LfA Language Co-ordinator)

Staff contact: Judith Hancock – lfa@contacts.bham.ac.uk
Level 3 French WHM (Distance Learning)

Banner code: 09 27023  
School/Dept: Languages for All  
Credits: 20  
Semester: 1 & 2

Description:
This module is identical to the conventional French Level 3 WHM but with an alternative mode of delivery, suitable for students who are unable to attend classes on campus. It is aimed at the lower-intermediate learner of French and will consolidate, develop, and extend listening, speaking, reading and writing skills acquired on IWLP French level 2 or equivalent (post A1, start of A2 in the Common European Framework of Reference). As grammar rules become more complex, every new structure will be dealt with in depth while some time will be spent revising and consolidating past knowledge. Structured language will be taught in the context of situations and personalized topics. Authentic and semi-authentic materials will be used to improve and to provide stimulus for the development of both productive (speaking and writing) and receptive skills (reading and listening).
Students will study course materials online through the University VLE (Canvas) supported by online seminars, tutorials and discussions with French staff in Languages for All.

Assessment:
Oral exam (30%) and written examination (70%)

Timetable: Not Applicable  
Entrance requirements: Pass at IWLP French Level 2 MOMD or good/recent GCSE pass or equivalent (as agreed with the LfA French Language Co-ordinator)

Staff contact: Judith Hancock – lfa@contacts.bham.ac.uk
**Level 4 Language WHMs**

**Banner code:**
- 09 25289 IWLP French Level 4
- 09 25307 IWLP German Level 4
- 09 25236 IWLP Japanese Level 4
- 09 25209 IWLP Mandarin Chinese Level 4
- 09 25323 IWLP Spanish Level 4

**School/Dept:** Languages for All

**Credits:** 20

**Semester:** 1 & 2

**Description:**
Level 4 language modules progress from GCSE level and are aimed to the Intermediate level learner by consolidating, developing, and extending listening, speaking, reading and writing skills acquired at Level 3 or at GCSE. Receptive and productive skills will be developed within a range of contexts in the target language by the use of authentic materials, text and practice books, etc. Structured language will be taught in the context of situations and personalised topics and you will begin to cope with a variety of less predictable real life situations.

Further Chinese and Chinese Japanese (Kan-jji) characters will be introduced throughout the Mandarin Chinese and Japanese courses.

Teaching is through practical language classes involving both whole-group and small group / pair-work activities with emphasis on communicative settings; use of visual aids and audio/video materials from the internet where appropriate.

**Assessment:**
Oral exam (30%) and written examination (70%)

**Timetable:**
Available at [http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/Documents/college-artslaw/cmld/timetable.pdf](http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/Documents/college-artslaw/cmld/timetable.pdf)

**Entrance requirements:**
Pass at the appropriate IWLP Level 3 language WHM; for direct entry, GCSE A* or equivalent (as agreed with the appropriate LfA Language Co-ordinator)

**Staff contact:**
Judith Hancock – lfa@contacts.bham.ac.uk
**Level 4 French WHM (Distance Learning)**

**Banner code:** 09 28183  
**School/Dept:** Languages for All  
**Credits:** 20  
**Semester:** 1 & 2

**Description:**  
This module is identical to the conventional French Level 4 WHM but with an alternative mode of delivery, suitable for students who are unable to attend classes on campus. It progresses from GCSE level and is aimed to the Intermediate level learner by consolidating, developing, and extending listening, speaking, reading and writing skills acquired at Level 3 or at GCSE. Receptive and productive skills will be developed within a range of contexts in the target language by the use of authentic materials, text and practice books, etc. Structured language will be taught in the context of situations and personalised topics and you will begin to cope with a variety of less predictable real life situations. Students will study course materials online through the University VLE (Canvas) supported by online seminars, tutorials and discussions with French staff in Languages for All.

**Assessment:**  
Oral exam (30%) and written examination (70%)

**Timetable:** Not Applicable  
**Entrance requirements:** Pass at IWLP French Level 3 MOMD or good/recent GCSE pass or equivalent (as agreed with the LfA French Language Co-ordinator)

**Staff contact:** Judith Hancock – lfa@contacts.bham.ac.uk
### Level 5 Language WHMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Banner code:</th>
<th>School/Dept:</th>
<th>Credits:</th>
<th>Semester:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09 25291 IWLP French Level 5</td>
<td>Languages for All</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1 &amp; 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 25309 IWLP German Level 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 25325 IWLP Spanish Level 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description:**
Level 5 language modules aim to further develop and extend listening, reading, speaking and writing skills acquired at Level 4 or at AS-level. It caters for students at a higher intermediate level (who have reached A2 in the Common European Framework of Reference). More emphasis will be put on developing learning strategies and debating skills. You will learn to cope with a variety of less predictable real-life situations, using a main textbook as well as a range of material from authentic sources: newspapers and magazines, radio and TV programmes and the Internet. The course content will be delivered in a lively and interactive way, through activities designed to enable you to use the language in context, either in small groups or in pairs.

**Assessment:**
Oral exam (40%) and written examination (60%)

**Timetable:**

**Entrance requirements:**
Pass at the appropriate IWLP Level 4 language WHM; for direct entry, good AS-level pass or equivalent (as agreed with the appropriate LfA Language Co-ordinator)

**Staff contact:**
Judith Hancock – [lfa@contacts.bham.ac.uk](mailto:lfa@contacts.bham.ac.uk)
Level 6 Language WHMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Banner code:</th>
<th>School/Dept:</th>
<th>Credits:</th>
<th>Semester:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09 25293 IWLP French Level 6</td>
<td>Languages for All</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1 &amp; 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 25311 IWLP German Level 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 25328 IWLP Spanish Level 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Description:
This module aims at the advanced learner of the language. It will further develop and extend listening, reading and writing skills acquired at previous levels or at A-level. Students will acquire a high level of competence in written and oral language including debating skills on less common topics. In addition, a particular emphasis will be put on specific skills like summarizing and report writing. Teaching is through practical language classes involving both whole group and small-group/pair-work activities, aiming at developing all language skills, with emphasis on oral communication. Visual aids, audio/video recordings and the Internet are used routinely.

Assessment:
Oral exam (40%) and written examination (60%)

Timetable: Available at
http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/Documents/college-artslaw/cmi/momd-timetable.pdf

Entrance requirements: Pass at the appropriate IWLP Level 5 language WHM; for direct entry, good A2 level pass or equivalent (as agreed with the appropriate LfA Language Co-ordinator)

Staff contact: Judith Hancock – lfa@contacts.bham.ac.uk
**Level 7 Language WHMs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Banner code:</th>
<th>School/Dept:</th>
<th>Credits:</th>
<th>Semester:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09 25295 IWLP French Level 7</td>
<td>Languages for All</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1 &amp; 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 25330 IWLP Spanish Level 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description:**
This module aims at the more advanced level student and extends receptive and productive skills to a more sophisticated level. Learning strategies and study methods will be developed to increase independent learning. Students will be exposed to a variety of different types of spoken and written texts. They will increase their awareness and use of different registers. Substantial authentic video and audio material will be used as well as newspaper articles and the Internet in order to enhance students’ cultural knowledge of the country where the language is spoken. Teaching is through practical language classes involving both whole group and small-group/pair-work activities, aiming at developing all language skills, with emphasis on oral communication. Visual aids, audio/video recordings and the Internet are used routinely.

**Assessment:**
Oral exam (40%) and written examination (60%)

**Timetable:**
Available at [www.birmingham.ac.uk/Documents/college-artslaw/cml/momd-timetable.pdf](http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/Documents/college-artslaw/cml/momd-timetable.pdf)

**Entrance requirements:**
Pass at the appropriate IWLP Level 6 language WHM or equivalent (as agreed with the appropriate LfA Language Co-ordinator)

**Staff contact:**
Judith Hancock – [lfa@contacts.bham.ac.uk](mailto:lfa@contacts.bham.ac.uk)
**Level 8 Language WHMs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Banner code:</th>
<th>School/Dept:</th>
<th>Credits:</th>
<th>Semester:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09 26135 IWLP French Level 8</td>
<td>Languages for All</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1 &amp; 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 26139 IWLP German Level 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 26138 IWLP Spanish Level 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description:**
Level 8 language modules are for students who have already attained a high level of proficiency and who wish to extend receptive and productive skills to a highly sophisticated level, encompassing several registers. Strategies and study methods will be further developed to increase independent learning. Cultural knowledge of the country where the language is spoken will be enhanced through students’ research. Teaching is through practical language classes involving both whole group and small-group/pair-work activities, aiming at developing all language skills, with particular emphasis on oral communication. Conversations, discussions and debates on topical (current) issues will be a constant feature. A wide range of audio-visual resources are used routinely.

**Assessment:**
Oral exam (40%) and written examination (60%)

**Timetable:**
Available at [http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/Documents/college-artslaw/cml/momd-timetable.pdf](http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/Documents/college-artslaw/cml/momd-timetable.pdf)

**Entrance requirements:**
Pass at the appropriate IWLP Level 7 language WHM or equivalent (as agreed with the appropriate LfA Language Co-ordinator)

**Staff contact:**
Judith Hancock – lfa@contacts.bham.ac.uk
**German Language Project**

**Banner code:** 09 25297 IWLP German Language Project  
**School/Dept:** Languages for All  
**Credits:** 20  
**Semester:** 1 & 2

**Description:**  
Students will work autonomously on the production of a short newspaper, magazine or other publication in the target language. The group will meet once every two weeks for tutorials to concentrate on their writing skills and practise their spoken language. Students are expected to see their supervisor regularly for individual help. Students can select a theme / topic for their publication and thus develop different styles of writing and manipulate vocabulary relevant to their specialisation. It will also allow students to gain knowledge of their specific subject area. Furthermore, this module aims at enhancing students’ ability to express themselves in the target language through the preparation of an oral presentation and viva to be delivered at the end of the course. Students will be encouraged to take part in the ‘Conversation Exchange Scheme’ or the ‘Buddy Scheme’ to team up with a native speaker of their target language.

**Assessment:**  
Written Project (4000 words) 60%; Viva/Oral Presentation 40%

**Timetable:** Fortnightly meetings  
Tues 11-12.00 and by arrangement with project supervisor

**Entrance requirements:** A-level pass or equivalent in the target language, as agreed with the Module Convenor (see below).

**Staff contact:** Dietmar Wozniak ([D.Wozniak@bham.ac.uk](mailto:D.Wozniak@bham.ac.uk))